Family Magic

***WORLDS BEST STORY 2014***
Her moms a witch. Her dads a
demon. And she just wants to be ordinary.
I batted at the curl of smoke drifting off the
tip of my candle and tried not to sneeze.
My heavy velvet cloak fell in oppressive,
suffocating folds in the closed space of the
ceremony chamber, the cowl trapping the
annoying bits of puff I missed. I hated the
way my eyes burned and teared, an almost
constant distraction. Not that I didnt
welcome the distraction, to be honest.
Anything to take my mind from what went
on around me. Being part of a demon
raising is way less exciting than it sounds.
Sydlynn Hayles life couldnt be more
complicated. Trying to please her coven,
starting over in a new town, and fending
off a bully cheerleader who hates her are
just the beginning of her troubles. What to
do when delicious football hero Brad
Peters--boyfriend
of
her
cheer
nemesis--shows interest? If only the darkly
yummy witch, Quaid Moromond, didnt
make it so difficult for her to focus on
fitting in with the normal kids. Add to that
her crazy grandmothers constant escapes
driving her family to the brink and Syds
between a rock and a coven site. Forced to
take on power she doesnt want to protect a
coven who blames her for everything, only
she can save her familys magic.If her
familys distrust doesnt destroy her first. A
great, inventive plot, a deeply flawed,
self-deprecating, heroine, many wondrous
sub-characters and a constantly-evolving
world of madness and magic (with a
goodly side order of teen angst thrown in!).
What more could you want? -- Amazon
reviewer Hobbitual
Thank you Ms.
Larsen, for an excellent read....please
please please tell me there will be more
about these characters! -- Amazon reviewer
Michelle William
...this book was
incredible. I was sucked in from the very
beginning. I fell in love with the characters.
The plot twists and the way it was written
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kept me turning pages well into the night.
-- Amazon reviewer Misty Harvey Dont
miss the exciting sequels in theHayle
Coven Novels: Witch Hunt Demon Child
The Wild The Long Lost Gatekeeper Flesh
and Blood Full Circle Divided Heart First
Plane Light and Shadow Queen of
Darkness Dark Promise Unseelie Ties
Ancient Ways The Undying Shifting
LoyaltiesEnforcer Coven Leader The Last
Call
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